THE NETIZEN'S NEW ECONOMIC HOTEL

GET WIRED
ART IS NOT WHAT YOU SEE BUT WHAT YOU MAKE OTHER SEE

-EDGAR DEGAS-
Yello Hotel Harmoni
Jl. Hayam Wuruk No 6, Jakarta Pusat 10130
+62 21 2203 5000
reservation-yello-harmoni@tauzia.com
www.yellohotels.com

9 MEETING ROOMS
15 PAX - 400 PAX

10 MIN FROM JAKARTA KOTA TRAIN STATION

30 MIN FROM SOEKARNO HATTA AIRPORT

10 MIN TO KOTA TUA HISTORICAL DISTRICT

20 MIN TO ANCOL DREAMLAND

DIRECT ACCESS TO LIFESTYLE MALL HARMONI EXCHANGE
Yello Hotel Manggarai
Jl. Minangkabau Timur No 9, Jakarta Selatan 12970
+6221 3042 8888
info-yello-manggarai@tauzia.com
www.yellohotels.com

4 MEETING ROOMS
15 Pax - 100 Pax

12 MIN TO SUAIRMAN PLAZA

13 MIN TO KUNINGAN CITY MALL

4 MIN FROM MANGGARAI STATION

15 MIN TO BUNDERAN HOTEL INDONESIA

13 MIN TO EPICENTRUM TAMAN RASUNA
Yello Hotel Paskal
Komplek Paskal Hyper Square
Jl. Pasir Kaliki No.25, Bandung 40181
+62 22 20571 999
info-yello-paskal@tauzia.com

3 MEETING ROOMS
30PAX - 100 PAX

DIRECT ACCESS TO PASKAL 23 SHOPPING MALL

DIRECT ACCESS TO BINUS UNIVERSITY BANDUNG

5 MIN TO PASAR BARU

15 MIN TO MUSEUM OF THE ASIAN AFRICA CONFERENCE

15 MIN FROM HUSEIN SASTRANEGARA AIRPORT
Yello Hotel Jemursari
Jl. Raya Jemursari No 176, Surabaya 60292
📞+62 31 8431 999
info-yello-jemursari@tauzia.com

7 MEETING ROOMS
15 PAX - 140 PAX

10 MIN TO
SURABAYA NIGHT
CARNIVAL

25 MIN
FROM JUANDA AIRPORT

10 MIN TO
CITY ZOO

15 MIN FROM
PURABAYA STATION

10 MIN TO
CITY SHOPPING
CENTER
BECOME A MTP MEMBER

Unlock exclusive benefits when staying at our participating hotels.

BENEFITS FOR YOU:

- Early check-in or late check-out
- Member-only special offers and promotions
- Best rate guaranteed for MTP members
- Up to 25% off breakfast and F&B menu
- Up to 15% off on room rates
- Up to 30% off laundry
- 15% off brand merchandise
- 15% off spa

SIGN UP NOW!

MyTAUZIAPrivilege.com
COMING YOUR WAY

SURABAYA  Embong Sawo - Rungkut
JAKARTA   Gunung Sahari
NTT Kupang  BALI Kuta Beach
TANGERANG  Citra Raya  YOGYAKARTA  Timoho
SUKABUMI  MEDAN  MALANG  LOMBOK